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Welcome back to Change.org! A new petition wins every hour thanks to signers like you.

STOP HOGSTOP CONTRACEPTIVE IN HAWAI'I

Mai Fuchs started this petition to State Representative Della Au
Belatti and 16 others

Hogstop is a contraceptive feed used to control feral pig
populations, and some community members want to use it here in
Hawai'i. According to public information, the first bags of feed
arrived on Oahu in May/June 2022. 

The exclusive distributorship was awarded to a sole proprietor on
Oahu, and featured in Hawaiì news broadcasts, along with social
media presence on at least Facebook.

Patent is still pending and we don't know enough about the risks.

We kindly request the State of Hawaii issue a cease and desist
order to the sole proprietor of Hogstop Hawai'i at this time. We are
asking for transparency, detailed information, and community
discussion before this product is allowed to be used in any capacity
within our state.

We the people of Hawai'i have a say in this decision making, as
this impacts everyone who lives here, our water, our environment,
our wildlife, and Native Hawaiian rights to hunt and forage.

Mahalo nui.

Start a petition of your own
This petition starter stood up and took
action. Will you do the same?

Start a petition

Updates

Pig Hunter's Association In The News
Aloha Ohana, Sending a HUGE shoutout to the pig hunters and their
families who met with DLNR Game Commission today to stand up
against Hogstop Contraceptive in Hawaii. It boggles my mind that peop…
are surprised we're all showing up and raising our voices over this.  This
should have been a no-brainer to those who brought this product here. 
This product goes against everything Hawaii stands for!  We have rules
in place to protect the land and everything on it.  Why would this be any
different? Mahalo nui to everyone involved!  We're all contributing in our
own special way, using our strengths and expertise to get people talking
about this issue.  Team work at its best.  I was so happy to see this news
pop up in my feed tonight. For those of you who have not seen it yet,
news attached to this post. Mahalo nui!  

Mai Fuchs
1 month ago

More updates

Reasons for signing

I’m signing because...

Kelcie Rapoza · 2 months ago

I’m signing because this is a sterilization of local and kanaka families.
This is much more than a wild boar problem. This comes down to
controlling local and kanaka food sources.

12 · Report

Colby Barth · 2 months ago

Hog stop is not something Hawaii needs. Pigs are a good source for
many families across all islands doing this will leave many families
without meat.

6 · Report

View all reasons for signing

Report a policy violation

Petitions promoted by other Change.org users

RESTORE AN ADEQUATE FERRY
SERVICE ON THE…
PAGET/WARWICK ROUTEThe Paget/Warwick ‘Pink’ ferry service has been
reduced dramatically over the last ten years.
There are, and have always been, many ferry…
users who are unable to operate their own
transport due to age, physical ability or financial
resources. Additionally, many workers in
Hamilton rely on the ferry service outside of
commuter hours.   It is anticipated that the
weekend service will be removed entirely and the
weekday service reduced to commuter runs
without any service in the middle of the day or
into the evening. Please subscribe to this petition
to make known to Government the importance of
the Paget/Warwick ‘Pink’ ferry service to all
members of our community and the absolute
need to restore an adequate service on this route.
The anticipated further reductions to the
Paget/Warwick ‘Pink’ ferry service to be
announced by the Minister of Transport will make
the ‘public’ ferry service untenable for many
Bermuda residents. 

Read more

ferry user 1,822 Supporters

Sign the petition

SAVE SOUTHAMPTON OPEN
SPACE
The City is proposing two Southampton Open
Space (OS) parcels for eventual development of
Affordable Housing.  To do so requires the use o…
Overlay Zoning with no change to the General
plan.  Overlay Zoning undermines the OS
designation outlined in the General Plan and
would violate the 50 year covenant which has
kept the Southampton Open Spaces free from
any development.  Southampton homes were
designed around open space so as to be set apart
from the traditional impacted  sub-division look. 
Southampton Open Space needs to be preserved
and development free.

Read more

Thomas Carlon 1,089 Supporters

Sign the petition

Corruption & Gov. Lamont
When powerful individuals  violate law,  an officil 
( patron)  grants these individuals  (his clients)
impunity.   This ia patronage.  Video is at this…
Change.org url https://chng.it/Jgkn9D4t  
Demand Gov. Lamont dismantle patronage
network and sanction the predator at this URL

Read more

Becon . 11 Supporters

Sign the petition

STOP THE TRAVEL RN PAY CAP
PLEASE SIGN TO SUPPORT NURSES AND STOP
AGENCY/TRAVEL NURSE PAY CAPS!!!! Why is this
even an issue being addressed during a…
pandemic?? Perhaps because nurses are too busy
and tired to pay attention to anything other than
patient care and their own basic human needs?
Why have we NEVER heard of salary caps on
hospital administration? Or pharmaceuticals or
insurance companies? Hospital administrators
are the top earners in these organizations that
would not exist without NURSES. 
http://www.hospitalfinances.org/ Use this link to
see how much the CEO of your local hospital
made last year. The reason travel nurses make
"so much" money is simply supply and demand. 
Basic economics. We are experiencing a
pandemic. These heros have risked their lives
serving humanity in it's time of crisis.  For ONCE
in my 20 years in this career, travel nurses are
being paid what ALL nurses are worth.  Staff
nurses should be getting raises! But, we spend
our efforts, time and money fighting about
capping our pay. This, if approved, will simply
worsen the dire staffing crisis.  If Admins valued
the staff they have by adequately compensating
them, a lot of them would NEVER LEAVE.  You give
a nurse adequate pay and the schedule they want
and they will  move mountains for their
employer!  We go into this field with the desire to
serve. For most, it's a calling.  Since when do we
cap salaries in a Capitalist Economy? Is that even
constitutional?! Why aren't the administrators at
the TOP of the list for cuts or all administrative
costs, in general? Its time to PAY ATTENTION,
start asking questions, band together and TAKE
ACTION. Call your legislators at the NATIONAL
LEVEL and local level too.  Or, better yet, an email
so you have documentation.  If their phones are
ringing off the hook, they DO ACTUALLY listen. 
You can even make a face to face appointment. 
They care because they want your vote. Reaching
out is FAR MORE impactful than you think. 
Capping legislation has successfully PASSED in
some states as stated in the linked article below
"Statewide, Massachusetts and Minnesota are the
only two states to already have agency wage caps
in place, but some states did make initial moves
to address high wages during the pandemic.
(Although, notably, Massachusetts raised its caps
by 35% for the amount agency staff for nursing
homes could be paid during the pandemic.) In
Minnesota, wages were also raised, but only
slightly: agency RNs can make a max of
$58.08/hour at regular pay and up to $99.90/hour
for holiday pay. " Did you know?   Staff Nurse Pay
has been capped for MANY years already. Most
hospitals max out on their pay scale of yearly
raises for many years before a nurse will retire. 
This MUST STOP. � Did you know? Nurses used
to get a pension at retirement. It hasn't been that
long ago. Now, they are almost unheard of. 
��GAUGING OUR PROFESSION MUST STOP ��
***Please sign for your nurses***  CLICK HERE
TO CONTACT YOUR REP CLICK HERE TO FIND
YOUR CONGRESSMAN Source:  TRAVEL NURSE
PAY RATE CAPS ARTICLE-NURSE.ORG

Read more

Amber Brown 8,139 Supporters

Sign the petition

Protect the Indian Child
Welfare Act
Hello, thank you for taking the time to read about
this issue and support. We are the Esto’k Gna of
Somi S’ek, the Original Peoples of so-called Texa…
We have been here before any other group of
people migrated or were forcibly displaced onto
our lands. We aim to protect and live our
Lifeways, while sharing with others about who we
are. We are not protestors. We are protectors. We
are carrying out the tasks given to us by our
parents, our parents' parents, and the
generations backwards and forwards. Today, we
come to you to talk about so-called Texas and the
various ways they continue to attack us: Native
peoples, the land, the water, the air. We call on
Ken Paxton, Attorney General of Texas and Brent
Webster, First Assistant Attorney General to
uphold and protect the Indian Child Welfare Act.
On September 1, 2021, Senate Bill 8 went into
effect. This law bans access to people living in
Texas to access abortion after 6 weeks. A point at
which people don’t know if they are pregnant. It
further criminalizes family or friends who help
someone get an abortion after the 6-week
restriction by allowing anyone to sue them and
reap a $10k bounty. While this affects all people
who are able to get pregnant, it
disproportionately will have worse outcomes for
Black, Native, and People of Color, who are
already at the intersections of high criminalization
and violence with lack of access to adequate
health care.  A couple days later on September 3,
2021, a petition was filed asking the United States
Supreme Court to review the Fifth Circuit Court of
Appeals' decision in Brackeen v Haaland,
essentially asking them to overturn the Indian
Child Welfare Act. The lawsuit is brought by Texas,
Indiana, Louisiana, and individual plaintiffs
alleging that ICWA is unconstitutional.  The two
are connected because of money and land greed.
When Native people are not wanting or able to
see a pregnancy to term, and instead look
towards releasing that pregnancy (get an
abortion), they are denied access, criminalized,
and/or told to “just give it up for adoption." This
leads to Native children disproportionately being
“adopted” by predominantly white families,
disconnecting them from their traditions,
teachings, and lands. Large amounts of money
make this process happen, and in turn, the
government continues with its goal to “kill the
Indian, save the man” through threatening the
safeguards the ICWA has enabled throughout the
years. Safeguards that lawyers still circumvent. 
Brief History on ICWA The Indian Child Welfare
Act was enacted in 1978 in response to the large
number of Native children being separated from
their parents, extended families, and
communities at the hands of state child welfare
and private adoption agencies. An ongoing legacy
from when Native children were abducted by the
church and government and placed into boarding
schools. The ICWA sets federal requirements that
apply to state child custody proceedings involving
an Indian child who is a member of or eligible for
membership in a federally recognized tribe.
Purpose Essentially, the purpose of ICWA is to
keep Native children within their families or tribal
settings, recognizing not only the importance of
keeping Native children in the safest homes, but
also highlighting that what is best for a Native
child is to remain with a family that will maintain
and enhance those ancestral ties. In various
Native communities across the world, we know
that connection to the land is connection to
ourselves and one another, so disconnection
from the land is disconnection from ourselves
and one another.  Actuality To the white man and
colonial society, a Native child has historically
been treated as a thing--a pet or plant that can be
taken, bought, uprooted, and placed into a new
home where it will be trained to work or adapt to
society’s norms. Historically, Native children were
kidnapped and placed into boarding schools for
the purpose of “Kill the Indian, save the man."
Currently, the goal remains the same while the
tactics have changed. ICWA created safeguards,
but it also has its limitations. It is highly ignored
by lawyers already, creating alternative routes of
law to allow mostly white parents to “adopt”
Native children.  We Esto’k Gna, like our relatives
from other nations, have been deeply impacted
by the kidnapping of our children in the “name of
progress”. We stand with our relatives and
demand that the ICWA be upheld and further that
the government respect Tribal governance
overall. The ICWA is a part of their machine. In it,
they tell us the criteria for being an “Indian child”
and how, when, and in what manner family and
Tribes can get involved. We are Esto’k Gna, we are
people of the land, we do not need the US or any
other government dividing us up through blood
quantum mentatilities, kidnapping our children,
killing our women, taking our men, and
desecrating our siblings who are Two Spirit,
QTLBGI+. Overturning the ICWA is about land
management. With the kidnapping of Native
children through the adoption process, it
disconnects them from their lands, from their
families, from their traditions, from their creation.
It is a current iteration of “Kill the Indian, save the
man.” The "man" to be saved is a person that will
live in their society, and think like them. With the
severed connection to the land, that means less
Native people to populate the tribe, to maintain
their Lifeways, and to protect and defend the land
from “development” such as pipelines, mines,
and other “critical infrastructure” that is
destructive to the land, waters, people.  This
attack against ICWA is reflective of their thirst for
land grab and energy consumption, which can
further be seen through the over 28 laws waived
in Somi S’ek (so-called texas) in the Valley in order
to build their border wall. They waive their own
laws in order to create areas known as “no mans’
land” where US Border Patrol and Homeland
Security have ultimate jurisdiction. Included in the
laws being waived are the Native American
Graves Protection and Repatriation Act and the
American Indian Religious Freedom Act. Like
ICWA, NAGPRA and AIRFA are meant to protect
Native peoples and our traditional items,
histories, Lifeways, land, water, and more, but
because the US government wrote it, they can
sidestep it at will with their word play and the
power they have taken. There are many more of

Read more

Esto'k Gna 5,910 Supporters

Sign the petition

Stop the building of keaukaha
luxury resort
The government has consistently put us natives
on the back burner while they cater to the tourist
so they can play where we live and call home.…
They continue to fill their pockets while the native
people struggle in our own land. Herman
Architects plan to build a 31 unit eco-luxury hotel
and resort for tourist right in the heart of
keaukaha, our hawaiian homes. They said they
gathered the input of native hawaiian residence
prior to getting approval from the city. This is a
lie. They went behind our backs and made a
backdoor deal.  Stop the corruption.  Stop the lies.
Stop desecrating our land to cater to tourist. 

Read more

Laci Leialoha 2,951 Supporters

Sign the petition

Justice for Kemond Jones
Kemond Jones of Vicksburg, Mississippi was
found guilty of deliberate design murder after
shooting a bigger, older who had allegedly bulli…
him & slapped him first according to his
testimony. Kemond Jones was 15 at the time of
the incident standing 5’4 and weighing 90 lbs
when 18 yr old, who was 5’8 & 183 lbs drove to his
location & allegedly slapped Jones & reached for
his gun. Jones began to shoot several times,
killing. His sentencing will be in March & he could
face a life sentence.

Read more

Damien Gifts 5,116 Supporters

Sign the petition

Reduced Sentencing for
Esteban "Steven" Carpio
We the Carpio family are looking for relief to get
the current life sentencing of 42 year old Esteban
"Steven" Carpio reduced to have a possibility of…
parole. Steven has been in prison in Rhode Island
at The Rhode Island Maximum Security Prison in
Cranston, RI since 2005 after having a mental
breakdown that resulted in his detainment and
the death of Rhode Island Detective James Allen.
We believe that the events leading to the incident
and trail were rooted in a general neglect and
prejudice towards people of color. News articles
paint him as a monster cop killer filled with
falsehoods about the events leading to the death
of Allen as well as events afterwards.     With a
history of mental health issues in our family
Steven had fallen ill in 2005 even leaving his home
in Rhode Island to visit us in Boston,
Massachusetts distraught and frantic for relief. I
remember less than two weeks before the
incident, as a child, my brother laying face down
on our living room couch with my mother sitting
with him trying to soothe his racing thoughts. He
was hearing and seeing things that were not
there the "devil" and "demons" trying to invade
his mind leaving him with no chance for reprieve.
Hoping to get help for him my mother brought
him to a local hospital where he was checked on.
The most that was done for him was him
receiving some sleeping medication even after
being placed in a locked padded room. Though
he was dangerous enough to be restrained the
hospital released him back into the world where
within the next two weeks he was found after
having knocked over a elderly woman and seen
by eye witnesses to be pacing back and forth.
Being detained and placed into a room not
normally used for interrogations, no video or
audio recordings being taken, he was being
pressured into admitting to things he hadn't
done all while under intense emotional and
mental duress. Feeling threatened by the officer
in front of him a struggle ensued resulting in the
death of Allen where Steven then leapt out of a
second story window hobbling away with broken
bones where he was arrested over an hour later
with no resistance. A mentally unstable man then
was beaten nearly half to death by officers in the
Rhode Island Police Department brought into trial
with a broken jaw and a face mask to cover it up.
A full police force presence for the trail made it
almost impossible for him to receive a fair and
just sentencing.  News articles are inconsistent
and filled with lies about how the events
transpired, there is not even any true evidence of
the crime because of the shady way that the
police handled the incident. Hospitals did not give
him the proper treatment he deserved or needed
and let a individual who was possibly dangerous
to himself and others back into the populous. We
truly believe that if he had not been a person of
color somewhere along the line with multiple
hospital visits he would have been held or placed
into a specialized mental health facility. Maybe if
he had not been a person of color they would
have had him in a room with recording devices
where there would be evidence of abuse from
officers instead of a "cop killer's" words against a
police force. Even if this was not an issue of race
there were multiple points along the way were
my brother was handled inappropriately and
obvious misconduct from the Rhode Island
Police.         We just want the possibility for our
Steven to come out of this a better man and a
chance to live his life. Since in prison he has been
on anti-psychotics and done everything he could
to stay out of trouble. He has never seen his own
son outside of a courtroom or prison visitations.
As a family we miss him and want to see him
cutting hair in a barbershop and making music
like he always had been. He is not a malicious or
evil person, he was just sick and needed help like
so many others with mental health issues, a
Schizophrenic ignored and abused by the system
because of low social status, race, etc.. We hope
with the support of the people we can get notice
from the RI Gov. and Steven can at least have a
chance of being able to after 15 years embrace
his family and see his daughter graduate from
college, and his son from high school as a free
man.Thank you for your time, and any support
you can give.    The Google Drive document below
is a copy of a letter sent to the Governor's Office
in Rhode Island outlining the time of events and
what we hope for our Steven, though we never
received acknowledgement of the letter being
accepted https://drive.google.com/file/d/1AvFwtl
B-GWB_-q4pKe4gnfwK7N8Aahde/view?
usp=sharing

Read more

Juan Carpio 135,557 Supporters

Sign the petition

Safer Freeway Exit to Improve
Traffic at Masten Ave/6th St.
On December 3, 2021 my uncle Felix Avendano
was driving westbound on Masten Ave, as he has
done every morning for over the past decade. A…
he was waiting to turn left on to Sixth St, he was
rear ended, pushed to oncoming traffic and was
hit head on. Due to the severity of the crash, he
was tragically killed on scene.  This is not the first
accident on Masten Ave/Sixth St. This exit is
known for high speed traffic -way past the legal
speed limit - and for the blatant disregard of
safety by frequent drivers. Due to these high
speeds, drivers are not given the opportunity to
react in time and brake for drivers who are
awaiting to turn left on Masten Ave. Traffic often
gets backed up on Masten Ave, due to Rucker
Elementary School's drop off and pick up times,
causing more opportunities for potential
accidents. Change is crucial to improve the safety
of the Gilroy community who live in this area as
well as the families who attend Rucker
Elementary School. Implementation of a traffic
light, designated left turning lane, roundabout,
etc. will help achieve this goal. My family mourns
the loss of my uncle who left behind a wife,
children, grandchildren, and many more people
that loved him. He was a dedicated member of St.
Mary’s church and the community. The hundreds
of attendees at his funeral is a testatment to the
loving, caring and charitable man he was known
to be.   We want to improve the exit at Masten
Ave to avoid another tragedy. We wouldn't wish
anyone else in the community to go through the
pain his family and friends continue to experience
to this day. My uncle touched the lives of many.
Through enacting this change, we will ensure that
no more lives are negatively impacted - honoring
the memory of Felix Avendano    

Read more

Nunila Lazaro 4,484 Supporters

Sign the petition

Sign this Petition for Alex
Garcia's Clemency
My husband Alejandro Garcia, Register number
21764-279, is currently serving a 30-year sentence
for a non-violent drug offense. The sentence…
originally imposed was LIFE as a consequence for
his frivolous pro se defense as his own attorney
(self-representation).  He lost all his benefits of
early plea, acceptance of responsibility.  Alex had
a great attorney the now deceased David B.
Friedman, who could have gotten him under 20
years, but thanks to a con man named Amur
Mashug El, who was targeting inmates like Alex,
by sending to county jails the self-representation
packets for a fee of $5,000, or, even worse, he
would file frivolous argument briefs on the
inmates behalf.  This all happened in between
2011 to 2012 and then, in a 2014 complaint filed
with the State Bar Unauthorized Practice
Committee, who in turn took Alex's case and sent
Amur a caution letter and referred criminal
charges to the US district attorney's office for
Fraud.  For proof of all these please go to NC
unauthorized practice committee file number 14
AP 0069. Amur ended up with a federal criminal
case for what he did. Please see or look up United
States of America vs. Amur Mashug El, Case
Number CR-00166-MOC-DSC. Alex lost out of
receiving a sentence less than 20 years as agreed
in his plea agreement for attempting to withdraw
his plea and self-representation. Even with all
mentioned above, a LIFE sentence was not
required in my husband's case because the plea
agreement still stood, and he was not able to
withdraw.  He still pled early and he still accepted
the responsibility and apologized and such
sentence was never just or fair for a nonviolent
drug case.  Alex would be home by now because
a 20 years sentence and the recent two-point
drug amendment of 2016, would put him home
right around now there was also a big sentence
disparity and Alex's case because all his co
defendants got from as little as 40 months to 120
months and the highest was 210 months nothing
nowhere near life or the current 360 months that
Alex serves today. Even though my husband had
had several driving without a license, speeding,
racing, and traffic infractions, and one sell of
small amount of cocaine to an undercover, he has
never done time in prison other than 10 active
days for probation violation and three and a half
years of probation. Alex has absolutely no history
of violence. I married Alex when he was 18 and he
was introduced to drugs around the age 23 or 24
but all that stopped at the age of 28, when he was
arrested of federal conspiracy charges. Alex has
continually been incarcerated since September
9th of 2009 and is now 40 going on 41 this year
(2022), with a release date of May 8th 2035. Alex
fully accepts responsibility for both his foolish
self-representation on sovereignty and for the
drug offenses committed as well. He is truly
remorseful for any and all harm caused to his
community, family and those affected by his drug
involvement. He has expressed this guilt, shame
and remorse in heartfelt letters to me, family,
friends his district judge and President of the
United States. On a positive note, during the 151
months of incarceration, Alex has taken
advantage of all BOP educational courses offered.
Alex has furthered his education and completed
59 programs; most important, programs like
completion of his GED,  Challenge Program,
Mentorship, Parenting, Vocational Training and
most recently he has been certified as a Paralegal
from Blackstone Law.  He has also completed two
more advanced courses on criminal law and civil
litigation from Blackstone Career Institute. Alex
has not only completed many courses but has
also facilitated and taught fellow inmates in
mentorship, parenting, Spanish as a second
language, and facilitator at the challenge
program after he graduated. He also taught
Spanish GED at Fort Dix and has maintained a law

Read more

Omar Garcia 1,050 Supporters

Sign the petition

Demand Justice For Melvin's
Wrongful Conviction! —…
Remove/Amend His ChargesA full video explanation exists here:
https://m.youtube.com/watch?
feature=youtu.be&v=hq6C3XlLveY As a teen…
Melvin Shelton had his entire life flipped upside
down for being in love with a fellow classmate. He
dated her from the age of 16 until the age of 18.
She admittingly says she lied about her age to
him for 2 solid years. She now says the age
difference between the two is 2 years and 6
months. One afternoon Melvin and people he
thought were his friends were hanging out at the
girls house and she showed his friends many
valuables of hers. A couple days later those items
came up missing. Melvin was charged for this and
later after his birthday he was charged for being
in love with his white classmate. March 23rd, 16
days after his birthday they added on the charge
Carnal Knowledge 18.2-63 to his case. He plead
guilty to the charge later that year in July by
taking a plea deal to drop the other charges for
the missing items. This charge ruined his entire
life and caused him to miss out on the ability to
get proper housing, jobs, and many other
opportunities. In addition he also lost all of his
rights. This includes the right to vote and bear
arms. This crippling decision by the courts was
not understood or explained to Melvin during the
time of his incarceration and he feels he would
have fought harder in court for a different
outcome had he known what would await him
due to this hastily made decision of wanting to be
released. 9 years later he is 27 years old, a
community man, Youtuber, musician, and a
passionate Civil Activist. It is important that this
charge is amended or the
conditions/punishments of the charge are
removed/reduced so this young man can obtain
access to better jobs, housing, and opportunities.
We are asking that the courts Amend his charge
to a lesser charge, or remove the requirements to
register with state police and restore his life to
somewhat of a normal one, along with his rights.
Sign this petition to support reparations to this
young man's life

Read more

Mikado Nguyen 2,414 Supporters

Sign the petition

Award William Love, 1SG (Ret)
the Presidential Citizens Med…
for BraveryRetired First Sergeant William Love was killed on
 June 1, 2022 at St. Francis Hospital in Tulsa,
Oklahoma. He died bravely, facing evil in the ey…
as he held the clinic door closed against a
rampaging gunman. His courageousness allowed
his wife and others to run to safety and surely
saved many lives from the threat. Mr. Love served
as an Army First Sergeant for 27 years, including a
tour in Vietnam. He was married to his beloved
wife Deborah for almost 55 years. Mr. Love
espouses the tenets of the Presidential Citizens
Medal by his selflessness, fearlessness, and
utmost concern for those around him. 

Read more

Megan Schmidt 63,638 Supporters

Sign the petition

Petition to remove Joe
Manchin from the Democrati…
PartyToday's vote on Judge Kavanaugh is just one of
many examples of Senator Joe Manchin is not a
Democrat. Today marks one of many votes that…
Manchin has cast with the Republican party this
year. Nearly all votes cast since the election of
President Donald Trump by Senator Joe Manchin
have been in favor of horrendous republican
policies against the agenda of the Democratic
Party. Therefore we the people call upon the
Democratic National Committee to have Senator
Joe Manchin removed from the Democratic Party
roster. Senator Joe Manchin should be banned
from receiving all support from the DNC. Senator
Joe Manchin has proven time and time again that
he is no longer a Democrat, that he is a democrat
in name only and he no longer is in good
standing with the Democratic Party. Therefore we
the people urge the DNC to remove Manchin
from its roster. 

Read more

Cody Jock 2,105 Supporters

Sign the petition

Save Mariupol, Ukraine! Green
Corridor to Mariupol, Ukraine…
Stop the war!I am writing and screaming in a question WHY no
one in United States officials not raising any
concern that Ukrainian city of Mariupol is being…
almost ground leveled? It is been shelled and
bombed non stop. There are 400 +/- thousand
people locked there and no body giving a green
corridor or doing anything. There is no food, no
water, no utilities and winter is still there.My
family is trapped there by political games and I
am as US citizen demanding some actions from
my government whom I pay may taxes to do
something to save people of Mariupol,
Ukraine.US being patronage Ukraine for decades
but do something real to save people!Yevgeniya
BurgessUkrainian born US citizen.

Read more

Jane Burgess 3,843 Supporters

Sign the petition

SAVE THE MOM AND POP
RESTAURANTS
Our US government made us a promise to
support all restaurants as we battled the fall out
of the pandemic.  They only fulfilled part of their…
promise and now over 177,000  restaurants are
left unfunded some even given the funds only to
have them rescinded and now are left holding the
bag that are filled with empty promises made by
our government. Many of your local mom and
pop restaurants will be forced to close, file for
bankruptcy many will loose not only their dreams,
business and hopes  this damage will be passed
down to the next generation. They too will and
have been affected by this same broken promise.
Some reading this will say well as an
entrepreneur that’s the risk one takes in starting
a business. Yes you would be correct in saying or
thinking that. But imagine this: what if the
President of the corporation that you worked for
made a promise to you, that if you followed all the
company’s guidelines and followed all the work
related rules that if you came to work they would
pay you. But then changed their minds and the
next pay period you got a noticed that your check
will be coming soon but in the meantime keep
working the checks are sure to come!   Some of
the checks your coworkers did in fact receive
them, some received the direct deposit only to
have those funds deducted back from their
accounts. In a microcosm this is what has
happened to us “ the Restaurant owners” the
government told us to shut down! They told us
that if we didn’t shut down heavy fines would
soon follow. They suggested and encourage us
that if we did choose to be open that costly safety
measures should be put in place to maintain
safety for the customers as well as the staff. ( a
good thing by the way) The promise was that if
you do these things and more we will provide
assistance to support the extreme lost our
demands may have caused your business. That
promise was not kept. Let’s keep in mind that the
initial COVID’s relief fund that supported
Restaurants , Bars , Gyms and other small
businesses received bipartisan support. The
current bill that was before the Senate on May 19,
2022 had that same support but fell a bit short of
the 60 votes needed. Let’s face the reality here
both Republicans and Democrats eat at
restaurants! Imagine a world with no local
neighborhood restaurants and bars own and
operated by local real life people not a big
restaurant group or corporation. These local
places hold the memories and special moments
of that entire community. By signing this petition
you will let these hard working men and women
know that they are not alone!   Save the mom and

Read more

David Johnson 1,172 Supporters

Sign the petition

Victorious Petitions

Authorization Of Sleeve
tattoos in the Marine Corps
Marine Corps Tattoo Policy Modification:  Political
image and the overuse of the word
"professionalism" has nothing to do with
warfighting efficiency, proficiency, and lethality  …
Feel Free to provide any legitimate arguments or
points I have not covered in the paper!  Links:
Stellar Marine Refused Eligibility To Re-Enlist Or
Advance in His Field Due To Tattoo Regulations  
Argumentative Paper       Arguing in Favor of the
Authorization of More Permissive Tattoo
RegulationsBy: Jasper T. Piala The current tattoo
regulations are discriminating against Marines
with a desire for “sleeve” tattoos, comes with a
damaging stigma, has a negative impact on
morale, retention, and it’s absence on equal
opportunity. Alarming numbers of Marines are
silenced in their opinion or desire to bear artform
covering certain parts of their body, including
elbow, knees, forearms, and calves. Commonly
the desired tattoos are referred to as “sleeve”
tattoos. Due to a high number of Marines raising
their concerns, it is in the interest of and of great
concern to Headquarters Marine Corps to:(1)
inform the force as to why tattoos in these areas

Read more

Jasper Piala 78,486 Supporters

Change the name of Dight
Avenue in Minneapolis
 Dight avenue in the City of Minneapolis is named
after Charles Fremont Dight, a professor at the
University of Minnesota who dedicated his life to
Eugenics and cleansing the human gene pool of…
human beings who were deemed "less than
desirable."  Dight not only founded the
Minnesota Eugenics society but actively pursued
the same type of eugenics as Nazi scientists such
as Josef Mengele. In 1933, Dight wrote a letter
to Adolf Hitler praising the Third Reich's efforts to
"stamp out mental inferiority." This sort of legacy
should not be recognized or lauded anywhere. 
Minnesotans with disabilities continue to face
significant discrimination every day. Nationally, 54
percent of police involved shootings involve
someone with a disability.  The Disability Justice
network is committed to combatting ableism in
all of it's intersectional formats and we are
committed in building more inclusive
communities and amplifying the voices of those
living the disabled experience. We ask the
Minneapolis community to join us in  this
commitment. In doing so, we say exactly what 
Governor Luther Youngdhal said in the fall of

Read more

Noah McCourt 30,073 Supporters

Free Greg Mingo: Help bring an
innocent man home
UPDATE 9/3/2021: My uncle's sentence was
commuted by Gov. Cuomo on his last day in
office! Greg comes home September 16th! Please
consider contributing to help ease his return aft…
40 years in prison. My family and I are so grateful
for all your support. ---- My uncle, Greg Mingo,
has been in prison my whole life for crimes he
didn’t commit.  In 1981, he was wrongfully
accused and charged, along with two others, in a
robbery and double murder that took place in
Queens one year earlier. Despite initially being
offered a plea deal, Greg maintained his
innocence the entire time. He has now been in
prison for 40 years. My life has been shaped by
my uncle’s incarceration. Uncle Greg missed my
birth, but when I was four, my parents moved to
Westchester, NY so we could be closer to where
he was imprisoned. I’ve felt his absence in every
milestone of my life since then. He missed my
graduations from high school and Harvard. He
could not be there on my wedding day.  And for
what? There was no physical evidence in the case
against Greg, and his court-appointed defense
lawyer failed to present an alibi witness who had

Read more

Ava Nemes 144,297 Supporters
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What’s new Petition details Comments Updates Discover

3,742 have signed. Let’s get to
5,000!

Derek Bishop signed 2 minutes ago

Jennifer Morrisson signed 2 days ago

Thanks to your support this petition
has a chance at winning! We only
need 1,258 more signatures to
reach the next goal - can you help?

Take the next step!

Promoted by 66 supporters Promoted by 85 supporters Promoted by 1 supporter

Promoted by 130 supporters Promoted by 178 supporters Promoted by 79 supporters

Promoted by 95 supporters Promoted by 753 supporters Promoted by 95 supporters

Promoted by 23 supporters Promoted by 10 supporters Promoted by 215 supporters

Promoted by 39 supporters Promoted by 53 supporters Promoted by 20 supporters

Victory! Victory! Victory!
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